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C E O FO R E W O R D
Primarily
focused
on
humanitarian work post-1994,
the Trócaire country programme
with time evolved into resilience
building with a focus on the
country’s
most
vulnerable
population particularly women.
The goal is to empower them,
build their resilience and raise
their capacity to economically
sustain themselves. The poverty
reduction initiatives go hand
in hand with promoting peace
and reconciliation in addition
to enhancing participatory and
accountable governance.

Trócaire was established
in 1973 by the Bishop’s
Conference
in
Ireland.
According to the Pastoral
Letter of the Bishops of
Ireland on the establishment
of Trócaire of February 1973,
Trócaire has a dual mandate.
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development and transformation
across the world.
2019 marks the 25th anniversary
of Trócaire Rwanda. We celebrate
25
years
of
development
interventions and humanitarian
work post-1994.

Our dual mandate is to support
the most vulnerable people in
the developing world, while also
raising awareness of injustice and
global poverty among people and
policy makers in Ireland and the
Global North.

In the formative days and
months after the Genocide
against the Tutsis, the focus
was on life-saving assistance
to communities and Trócaire
was one of the international
development
agencies
that
established a presence at the
time.

Today, Trócaire works across
more than 20 countries with
a strong justice mandate that
requires that we do not only
respond to poverty alleviation, but
that we ask the why question
and engage in conversations and
advocacy to ensure lasting peace,

Over the years, Trócaire has
worked with numerous local
partners and communities as we
initially took part in the country’s
recovery process and thereafter
worked with local partners
contributing towards Rwanda’s
sustainable development.
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Throughout our 25-year history,
we have remained dedicated
to resource rights, women’s
empowerment and humanitarian
response. Our programme is
rooted in reconciliation given
the history of Rwanda and
improving the livelihoods of
the country’s most vulnerable
people. These espoused core
values can be traced back to
Trócaire setting up an office
right after the genocide in July
1994. They are also reflected in a
collection of success stories told
by beneficiaries from across the
country to this day.
I am confident that as Trócaire
beneficiaries and staff look back
to life before the programme and
the horrific genocide against the
Tutsis, they also celebrate the
good progress they have since
made throughout the remarkable
journey towards attainment of
human needs and rights such as
food security and justice.
To
many,
discrimination,
marginalization and vulnerability
cases that often times led to
exploitation now largely belong
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to the past. In place of the said
impediments, benefiting citizens
are now rigorously working with
Trócaire to achieve economic
independence and human rights
education.
Since
2016,
women’s
empowerment programme pillar
was adopted as a strategy to
address negative social norms,
raise
women’s
voice
and
participation in the development
of their communities. This also
brought to fore the double gain,
because gender violence was
curbed as a result, thus achieving
the effect to protect women’s
rights in Rwanda. Men are
equally targeted to address some
of the gender norms that can
otherwise be barriers to changing
attitudes and behavior in the
promotion of gender equality.
Rwanda, like most countries
across the sub region, is exposed
to risks and hazards linked to
climate change and human
conflict. Since 2015, Trócaire has
been engaged in humanitarian
response where more than 4,000
Burundian refugees benefit from
psychosocial
and
protection
support provided by the Trócaire
Programme, among the 50,000
living in Mahama Camp located
in the Eastern Province District
of Kirehe.
In addition, Trócaire continues to
work on preparedness by building
the capacity of local partners to
respond when a disaster strikes
and focus on accountability
mechanisms such as do no
harm, protection mainstreaming
and ensuring partners establish
complaints handling mechanisms.

Trócaire engages with the
National Platform for Disaster
Management
in
Rwanda
and works closely with other
humanitarian partners under
the coordination of the Ministry
of Disaster Management and
Refugees to respond to disaster
affected
population
where
appropriate.
Discussions are ongoing to
extend knowledge on climate
change and together with the
civil society; the first ever national
committee is forming to be
officially recognized as a national
unit in charge of climate change
awareness.
Trócaire currently works on
contributing
to
Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in
Rwanda covering seven target
districts with a strong integration
focus, as well as ensuring
communities particularly women,
are empowered and confident to
contribute and take ownership for
sustainable development.
The districts of focus are
Nyaruguru,
Nyamagabe,
Nyagatare, Gakenke, Rulindo,
Nyanza and Kirehe. Use and
management of natural resources
such as land and water, as well
as promoting an ‘agro-ecological’
approach to agriculture while
supporting diverse crop as well
as small livestock activities are
among some of the interventions
being implemented by Trócaire
under the Resource Rights
programme pillar.

sector strategy on Agriculture
(PSTA4).
Going
forward Trócaire
is
committed to strengthen the
capacity of local organizations
in the area of preparedness
and response in humanitarian
emergencies.
To a great degree, none of this
work would be celebrated as
success without tremendous
Government of Rwanda support
at national and district levels...
As we celebrate 25 years of our
impact in Rwanda, we celebrate
this milestone with our partners,
stakeholders, donors, staff and
the programme participants we
serve.
Lastly, I would like to thank
the Irish public and the
Irish government who have
continuously
supported
our
country programmes including
Rwanda over the past 25 year.
Trócaire in Rwanda would not
have made significant progress
without the additional support
of other donors such as Comic
Relief, the Scottish Government
through SCIAF, Palladium, DFID,
European Union, Bank of Ireland
and USAID.
C a o i m h e d e Ba r r a
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER
TROCAIRE

This is supportive of Government
effort to uplift its people from
poverty and is aligned to the
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C O U N T RY D I R E C T O R ` S S TAT E M E N T
Natural Resource Management
(INRM) approach to deal with
climate change and livelihoods
of communities.
This will be the key focus of our
Resource Rights programme
which builds on the previous
livelihoods
programme.
Already exciting work on Water
Management including local
level climate change adaptation
and building water tanks and
dams has been happening in
a few districts with exciting
prospects to scale up such
work in the coming year.

Since 1994, Trócaire has
contributed immensely to
development in Rwanda
in the areas of value chain
development, reconciliation
and conflict management,
livelihoods
and
citizen
participation over the last 25
years.
After the emergency period,
through the rehabilitation and
early development period, our
work in Rwanda is informed
by our Country Strategic Plan
(CSP) 2016-2020 which is
aligned to the global strategy
of Trócaire focusing on 3 pillars:
a). Women’s Empowerment;
b). Resource Rights, and
c). Preparing for and
Responding to
Emergencies.
Human Rights and democratic
space remains an overarching
goal for Trócaire’s work globally.
Under the current Country
Strategic Plan, the Country
Programme is focused on a
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more integrated programming
approach in order to ensure
we respond to the often
multifaceted
and
linked
vulnerabilities that communities
face.
This means among other
things, ensuring a more
focused geographical coverage
and active partner portfolio
review. Broadly, we have also
taken efforts to ensure that
our work is aligned to the 2030
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) and support the efforts
of the Government of Rwanda
and
other
development
partners
as
pronounced
in
National
Strategy
for
Transformation.
Women’s
Empowerment
remains a key pillar of our work
rather than a mainstreaming
action. This is in line with SDG
number 5 which is focused
on achieving gender equality
and empower all women and
girls by 2030. Climate change
is a reality globally and Rwanda
is no exception. Trócaire will
continue to take an Integrated
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Emergency
Preparedness
Planning (EPP) and responding
to the needs of refugees/
People of Concern (PoC) in
Rwanda remain key focus areas
of our programming working
through Caritas Rwanda and
other
Caritas
International
agencies globally.
Trócaire continues to partner
with Ministry of Emergency
Management,
Ministry
of Agriculture and Animal
Resources,
Ministry
of
Environment
and
Ministry
Gender and Family Promotion.
Lastly I would like to thank
various stakeholders including
central and local government,
partners
and
beneficiaries
who have shaped our 25
years’ journey and note that
Trócaire remains committed to
contributing to lifting vulnerable
men and women out of poverty
and
ensuring
accountable
governance.
D o ny M a z i n g a i zo ,
C O U N T RY D I R E C TO R
T R O C A I R E RWA N DA
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The aim of Trócaire will be
twofold. Abroad, it will give
whatever help lies within
its resources to the areas
of greatest need among the
developing countries. At home,
it will try to make us all more
aware of the needs of these
countries and of our duties
towards them. These duties are
no longer a matter of charity,
but of simple justice.
Pastoral Letter of the Bishops of Ireland
on the establishment of Trócaire - February 1973
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M E S S A G E S F R O M O U R S TA K E H O L D E R S

The Embassy of Ireland is honored to participate in
commemorating the 25th anniversary of Trócaire’s
work in Rwanda. Trócaire’s arrival in Rwanda came in
the aftermath of the tragic events of the genocide
of 1994, and the organisation’s emergency response
intervention was invaluable in those early years.
Their important work has continued in the form
of helping to rebuild and develop communities in
conjunction with local partners across the country.
We thank Trócaire for their continued commitment to
Rwanda, and the Embassy of Ireland looks forward to
supporting their work here in years to come.
EMBASSY OF IRELAND IN KAMPALA, UGANDA

Trócaire is an active member of the Network of
International NGOs (NINGO) and has been intervening in
Rwanda for the last 25 years. Over the past 25 years,
Trócaire has contributed to the transformation of
Rwanda. I would like to congratulate Trócaire on the
occasion of celebrating 25 years in Rwanda and wish
Trócaire staff and partners well in the future.
PAPA DIOUF: COUNTRY DIRECTOR - VSO
Chair – Network of International NonGovernmental Organisations (NINGO) in Rwanda
10
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Congratulations to Trócaire on this very big occasion.
25 years ago, a focused and dynamic organization of
Trauma counsellors (ARCT-Ruhuka) was born from
one of your projects as fruits of your good work. We
started small but now we are big and country wide, it
has been a wonderful journey altogether.
Your work has touched and healed many wounded
hearts and truly made a difference in lives of many
in different aspects. Specifically, in Rwanda, you
championed the Trauma healing which was much
needed in post genocide reconstruction. We are proud
to be one of your partners and we are extremely
grateful for your support over the years!
Cheers to all Trócaire family and supporters on the 25
years of great service and dedication in Rwanda! Many
more years of continued good collaboration!
JANE ABATONI – EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, ARCT-RUHUKA
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M E S S A G E F R O M A M B A S S A D O R K E V I N K E L LY O N
T H E 2 5 T H A N N I V E R S A RY O F T R Ó C A I R E R WA N D A

was a most challenging time in Rwandan
history. Being just three short years after
the 1994 genocide, the wounds were raw
and the country still very insecure.
I recall waking up many mornings to
news on BBC World Service of fresh
attacks by Interahamwe militias killing
civilians in communities not far away
from us through cross border raids from
DRC. I remember the sense of fear
people felt but above all, the strength,
resolve and fortitude of the Government
and people of Rwanda as they pulled
together to recover from the genocide
and the ever-present threats to the state.
I am still awed by how the Rwandan
people single-mindedly set about rebuilding their country. And I remember
the activism of civil society groups, many
of them supported by Trócaire, involved
in critical work to promote community
development, reconciliation and human
rights.

I have great memories of my time
as Country Director for Trócaire in
Rwanda (1997-1999).
I use the word “great” rather than
“wonderful” or “happy” because even
though both of those adjectives could
apply to many aspects of my experience
of the time, other adjectives are equally
relevant. The descriptors “sad”, “painful”
or “difficult” could equally apply to some
of the memories.
I arrived in Kigali, aged 30 with my wife
Pamela Uwakwe (who was employed as
Trócaire Programme Manager) and our
young 3-year-old daughter Maya at what
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Pamela and I went to Rwanda with
relatively little experience. It was certainly
an act of extreme faith on the part of
Trócaire’s management to entrust such
responsibility upon us! When we arrived
there were more than 120+ staff on
the payroll, and all engaged in the direct
implementation of a range of activities
which were not all that characteristic
of the type of organisation that Trócaire
was at the time: Humanitarian response
interventions, large scale housing and
school infrastructure construction projects
and post-conflict trauma counselling
were being directly implemented by a
large Trócaire staff team operating from a
number of locations.
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Pamela and I were tasked with managing
the transition towards a programme
more aligned with the traditional Trócaire
approach – capacity building and working
through local partners.
This transition was challenging –
especially for the many people whose
employment contracts had to be
terminated – but it was also extremely
exciting as we sought to create and
nurture new local organisations to take
the agenda forward. One impressive
example I can remember was the group
of Trauma Counsellors trained by Trócaireappointed specialists who subsequently
evolved into an NGO which I understand
is still operational today. But there are
many more such examples.
I have been back to Rwanda on many
occasions since completing my posting
with Trócaire. In 2007 I had the honour
of presenting my credentials as Ireland’s
first ambassador accredited to Kigali
based in Kampala. My discussions
with President Paul Kagame and other
government ministers during my term
of office as ambassador were greatly
informed by my personal experiences in
the late 1990s with Trócaire.

in Booterstown (Niall Tóibin, Eamonn
Meehan and Colette Nkunda) but even
more importantly from the insights of my
Rwanda colleagues at the time (people
such as Modeste Sibomana - who has
stayed the course! - but also Juvenal and
Joy in Kigali, Therese and Emmanuel in
Gikongoro, Vance and Jean in Butare.
We worked hard but we also had much
laughter and fun along the way... (I can
still hear Niall Tóibin teasing Joy Sebabi
about what should be name of her first
autobiography: “The Pain of Joy”!!!)
There are too many characters and too
many stories to do justice to it all.
Congratulations Trócaire on reaching this
amazing milestone. You can be proud. I
can be proud.
We have all done our best to make a
contribution to supporting Rwanda to
become the country it is today.

Ke v i n Ke l l y
A M BAS SA DO R O F I R E L A N D,
E M BAS SY O F I R E L A N D TO T H E
K I N G DO M O F T H E N ET H E R L A N D S

My understanding of the country was
enriched by the many conversations I had
had over the years with my management

Real Impact. For a Just and Sustainable Better Future.
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INTRODUCTION
Established in 1973, Trócaire is the
overseas development agency of
the Catholic Church in Ireland and
envisages a just & peaceful world
where people’s dignity is ensured
& rights are respected; where basic
needs are met & resources are
shared equitably; where people have
control over their own lives & those
in power act for the common good.
Trócaire continues to work in more
than 17 countries in Latin America,
Asia and Africa.
Over the past four decades, Trócaire
has worked alongside our partners to
protect and respond to the basic rights of
those in need, while tackling the critical
questions as to why people are poor.
Trócaire means compassion in the Irish
language, a virtue which continues to
inspire and motivate Trócaire staff in all
that we do.
We work in Ireland and internationally to
support the empowerment of the poor
and excluded to claim their rights, and
to challenge the structural issues that
maintain poverty and inequality.
However, in response to changing
global context, Trócaire has continued to
adapt its programming and partnership
approaches. Based on an in-depth review
of our previous Strategic Plan Mobilising
for Justice (2006-2016), and an analysis
of the current global context and trends,
Trócaire developed a strategic vision and
direction for the organisation for the

14
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period 2016 to 2020 – For a Just and
Sustainable Future.
Mobilising for Justice was an ambitious
plan, and it has delivered considerable
impact on the lives of the poor and
marginalised, with positive change
achieved at community level and
at broader systemic level despite the
extremely
challenging
economic
environment of recent years.
Areas where our work has excelled
include addressing gender inequality,
sustained work on land rights, building
resilience among communities to climaterelated shocks and work on justice and
human rights, which has seen important
gains in influencing policies at national
and international levels. Trócaire also
continues to play a key role in influencing
educators, children and young people in
Ireland to take action against poverty and
injustice.
Building on these successes and the
learning garnered from our last Strategic
Plan, Trócaire remains an organisation
inspired by Catholic Social Teaching, with
an overarching commitment to social
justice. Adapting to the current global
realities and increasing complexities,
Trócaire country programmes including
Rwanda
continues
to
implement
programming in an integrated way
in order to address the multiple and
often intersecting vulnerabilities that
people face in the poorest and most
marginalised communities
.

T R Ó C A I R E R WA N D A
Rwanda was devastated in every
possible way after the 1994 genocide
against the Tutsi. Everything about
the country was broken, lives, hearts,
infrastructure including government
ministries, banks, and houses. The
country was effectively on its knees,
shattered, with cries of despair
echoing in the valleys of the 1000
hills.

perpetrators suspects in prisons, a
functioning judiciary was paramount, and
forging probable ways of reconciliation
based on forgiveness was among the
values of Trócaire and a better way to
build wounded hearts and souls. Into the
rehabilitation period, there was a need to
start building sustainable communities,
able to support their livelihoods and
Trócaire introduced on farm support
activities through cooperatives, especially,
in current Nyamagabe District.

A few aid organizations heard the cries
and rushed to give a helping hand to
Rwandans who from the onset were
determined to rebuild their country
piece by piece. In July 1994, Trócaire
Rwanda established an office in the
former Gikongoro prefecture in Zone
Tourquose created by the French army
where thousands of internally displaced
people (IDPs) were holed up in camps.

Seeds, farming inputs, fertilizers and
animals were distributed and that
marked the first steps of the journey
of Trócaire’s agriculture value chain
development project, which is a
success today with Sosoma products
on supermarket shelves as a testimony,
thanks to the valuable partnerships
with several members of the civil
society organizations and other partner
institutions.

Every fabric of the society and economy
was in the emergency state and upon
arrival, Trócaire set up a camp at Cyanika
Parish premises in former Gikongoro and
started aiding in providing food rations
and treating the sick.
Embracing a partnership approach by
partnering with local partners after the
emergency period, Trócaire continued
to intervene in the rehabilitation period,
where the organisation played a role in
reconstruction of health centers, schools
and housing for genocide survivors.
Importantly during this period, with
grappling huge numbers of genocide

25 years
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Trócaire’s vision of building a just world
where people are the authors of their
own development and where their basic
needs are met is very evident in Rwanda.
It goes without notice that where as
many agencies that came to Rwanda in
1994 but have long since left, Trócaire has
continued to have operations in Rwanda
and has built a reputation for being at the
leading edge of development in Rwanda
working passionately with the poor and
vulnerable to ensure a just, sustainable
and dignified life for all.

Real Impact. For a Just and Sustainable Better Future.
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C O U N T RY P R O G R A M M E O V E R V I E W
Since 1994 working through local
partners impacting lives, contributing
to social justice and ending poverty.
We are inspired to work with
communities to achieve lasting
change in their lives and ensure duty
bearers work for the common good.
In Rwanda we are currently working in 7
out of the 30 districts and are partnering
with 15 local partners. The districts of
focus are Nyaruguru, Nyamagabe,
Nyagatare, Gakenke, Rulindo, Nyanza and
Kirehe

EMPOWERED CITIZENS AND
RESILIENT COMMUNITIES
The change that Trócaire’s current
programme (2016-2020) is focused
on achieving is empowered citizens,
particularly
women,
and
resilient
communities across the target districts.

The programme will contribute to
this change through the pursuit of an
integrated approach that seeks to tackle
people’s
multifaceted
vulnerabilities
and specific needs at an individual,
community, civil society and institutional
level, while ensuring that men and
women are empowered to engage in
decision making processes that affect
them and the society in general.
At the same time, Trócaire continues to
ensure that target groups and partners
are prepared and respond to humanitarian
needs and crises.
The country programme is based on
Trócaire Rwanda’s Country Strategic
Plan 2016-2020, which focuses on three
programme areas, namely Sustainable
Use of Natural Resources (land and
water); Women’s Empowerment; and
Emergency Preparedness and Response.

KEY INTERVENTIONS OF THE RWANDA
PROGRAMME OVER THE YEARS
• Value chain development including
establishment of four processing plants
including Sosoma;
• Trauma healing, conflict management, and
reconciliation;
• Increasing access to and use of
microfinance services through four
Microfinance Institutions and the National
Association of Microfinance Institutions.
• Climate resilience through water harvesting
technologies targeting communities since

16
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2014 Humanitarian response to Burundian
Refugees from 2015;
• Enhancing the participation of citizens
and civil society organisations in decision
making;
• Engagement with policy development and
capacity building of partners for sustainable
change
• Engagement in Climate Change working
environment nationally and internationally

W H AT W E B E L I E V E

25 years
anniversary
in rwanda

Trócaire is the official overseas development agency of
the Catholic Church in Ireland established in 1973 and
currently has presence in more than 17 countries in
Latin America, Africa and Asia including Rwanda.

We believe in the dignity and inalienable human rights of each
person, regardless of their culture, ethnicity, gender or religion.
As we work to achieve our vision, we practice the following
values, both within our programmes and our relationships:
solidarity, perseverance, accountability, participation and courage.

Real Impact. For a Just and Sustainable Better Future.
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Proud mum Genevieve smiles after
her daughter Josiane got a job at
Trócaire in Rwanda - Trócaire
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OUR MISSION

Inspired by Gospel
values, Trócaire
works for a just
and sustainable
world for all.
WE GIVE EXPRESSION TO THIS
MISSION BY:
—

Supporting the empowerment of the
poor and marginalised, enabling them
to claim their rights and live free from
poverty and oppression;

—

Providing timely, needs-based assistance
to people affected by crises, protecting
their safety, dignity and fundamental
human rights, and enabling communities
to prepare for and be more resilient to
future crises; and

—

Tackling the structural causes of poverty
by engaging people in Ireland and
abroad to take action on issues of global
injustice.

WE DO THIS BY:
—

Working in partnership with Church and
civil society organisations abroad and in
Ireland; and

—

Working directly on development
education, advocacy and campaigns that
emphasise the underlying causes of
poverty

Real Impact. For a Just and Sustainable Better Future.
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T H E VA LU E S T H AT S H A P E H O W W E W O R K
Our work is grounded in Catholic Social Teaching, which stresses the dignity of each person
and their inalienable human rights, along with their responsibilities, regardless of culture,
ethnicity, gender or religion.
This belief in the unity and diversity of humankind is the basic value we bring to what we do.
Justice informs and frames the following values, which we put in practice to achieve our mission:
SOLIDARITY:
In a spirit of mutual collaboration, we combine our knowledge, resources and skills
with communities at local level, acknowledging the strength that solidarity brings.
Living interdependently on this earth brings with it rights and responsibilities for
everyone.
PARTICIPATION:
Through working with communities, colleagues, partners overseas and supporters in
Ireland, we ensure active participation based on mutual understanding, dignity and
respect.
We believe that active participation helps to redress the power imbalances between
women and men, citizens and state so that women and men can influence decisions
which affect their lives.
Through working in partnership with the Church and civil society, we aim to ensure
our work is guided by local knowledge, expertise and the experiences of women,
men, boys and girls in the communities we support.
PERSEVERANCE:
We work with communities across the developing world and Ireland, persevering
through the challenges we encounter in our ongoing struggle for justice, delivering
discernible impact and recognising that this can take a long time to achieve. Together,
we will tackle the root causes of poverty, and build a just and sustainable world.
COURAGE:
We are courageous in our struggle for a just world, speaking out strongly when we
campaign with and for others. We encourage a culture of creativity and innovation
that enables us to take risks while acting responsibly to deliver our goals.
ACCOUNTABILITY:
We recognise and respect the enormous trust placed in us by the communities
and partners we work with, and the supporters, donors and volunteers who make
this work possible. We act with the utmost integrity in the stewardship of all our
valuable resources, be they financial, human or physical. We will at all times seek
to be transparent and cost-effective in the use of these resources and will engage in
authentic dialogue with the communities with whom we work internationally and in
Ireland.

20
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W H AT M A K E S T R Ó C A I R E D I F F E R E N T ?
Trócaire was founded as
an expression of the social
mission of the Catholic
Church in Ireland. Our
work is rooted in the key
principles of Catholic Social
Teaching
(CST),
which
views the person as fully
connected to the natural
environment and the entire
human family.
Our commitment to the
principles of CST inspires us
to both attend to the needs of
those who are suffering and
empower people to challenge
the structures and vested
power
relationships
which
perpetuate
that
suffering.
CST also strengthens our
commitment to protecting the
earth and inspires our work in
addressing issues of Climate
Change.
Justice and human rights are
at the heart of what Trócaire
does and who we are. We
believe that every woman,
man and child is born equal
and with the inalienable right
to a dignified life, free from
injustice.
Trócaire understands poverty
as being more than the
absence of basic needs. It is
the absence of opportunity, a
lack of power, a lack of voice,
and a lack of control over one’s
destiny. To tackle poverty is to
address the additional factors
that perpetuate the cycle of
poverty.
We believe at the heart of
poverty and injustice is an
imbalance of power when
those in power disregard
the
fundamental
human
rights and dignity of each
individual and fail to act for

the common good. Trócaire is
committed to addressing this
imbalance by supporting the
empowerment of women and
men, to challenge unjust power
structures and to claim their
rights.
Trócaire’s approach of working
in partnership with the
Church and other civil society
organisations in the countries
where we work, rather than
taking an operational approach,
is based on the core values
of
solidarity,
participation,
perseverance, courage and
accountability.
Trócaire believes that real
and lasting change can only
be achieved by supporting
individuals and communities
to achieve their basic rights
as
human
beings,
and
to be authors of their own
development in the long term.
A core element of this work
involves strengthening local
communities and civil society
to challenge unjust social
norms and structures.

TRÓCAIRE’S
PARTNERSHIP
APPROACH

Trócaire adopted a partnership
approach to its work since the
organisation was founded by
the Irish Catholic Bishops in
1973.
The decision to work in
partnership
with
other
organisations rather than taking
a directly operational approach,
was based on the core values
of solidarity, participation and
subsidiarity from Catholic Social
Teaching, and also reflects the
approach of Trócaire’s sister
agencies in the CIDSE and
Caritas networks. Partnership
with locally based organisations

is
central
to
Trócaire’s
programme work in more
than 17 countries where it is
working.
Much of Trócaire’s direct
advocacy, campaigning and
development education work
is also undertaken in close
collaboration with partners in
Ireland and Europe. Trócaire
believes that real change to
the lives of poor and vulnerable
people cannot be brought
about simply by providing
basic services such as food,
water, shelter, education and
healthcare. These services are
important in their own right,
and may be absolutely critical
in some situations, particularly
in emergencies. But real
and lasting change can only
be achieved by empowering
individuals and communities
to achieve their basic rights
as
human
beings,
and
to be masters of their own
development in the long term.
This change can only be
achieved through collective
action by individuals and groups
acting on their own behalf to
challenge unjust structures
and
unequal
relationships.
Trócaire therefore strives to
empower poor and vulnerable
people through support for local
organisations that make their
own decisions and manage
their own affairs. As change
may be required at a number
of different levels in society,
Trócaire works with partners
at a variety of levels to achieve
that change.
In Rwanda Trócaire currently
works with 15 partners in 7
out of the 30 districts and
provides programmatic and
technical support, as well as
organisational capacity building
and operational support to
partner organisations.
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O U R S T O RY
As we celebrate 25 years of our
impact in Rwanda, we celebrate
this milestone with our partners,
stakeholders, donors, staff and the
programme participants we serve.
2019 marks the 25th anniversary of
Trócaire Rwanda. We celebrate 25
years of development interventions
and humanitarian work post-1994.
Over the years, Trócaire has worked
with numerous local partners and
communities as we initially took part
in the country’s recovery process and
thereafter solidly contributing towards
Rwanda’s sustainable development.
Throughout our 25-year history, we
have remained dedicated to resource
rights, women’s empowerment and
humanitarian response. Our programme
is rooted in reconciliation and improving
the livelihoods of the country’s most
vulnerable people. These espoused core
values can be traced back to our founding
right after the genocide in July 1994.
They are also reflected in a collection of
success stories told by beneficiaries from
across the country to this day.
Trócaire currently works on contributing
to Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) in Rwanda covering seven
target districts. These are Nyaruguru,
Nyamagabe,
Nyagatare,
Gakenke,
Rulindo, Nyanza and Kirehe. Use and
management of natural resources
such as land and water, as well as
promoting an ‘agro-ecological’ approach
to agriculture while supporting diverse
crop as well as small livestock activities
among some of the interventions being
implemented by Trócaire under the
Resource Rights programme pillar. This is
supportive of Government effort to uplift
its people from poverty and is aligned
to the sector strategy on Agriculture
(PSTA4).
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Primarily focused on humanitarian
work
post-1994,
Trócaire
country
programme with time evolved into
resilience building with focus on the
country’s most disadvantaged citizens.
The goal is to improve their welfare,
build their resilience and raise their
capacity
to
economically
sustain
themselves. The poverty reduction
initiatives go hand in hand with promoting
peace and reconciliation in addition to
enhancing participatory and accountable
governance.
As Trócaire beneficiaries look back to
life before the programme and dread it,
they also celebrate the good progress
they have since made throughout the
remarkable journey towards attainment
of human needs such as food security
and justice. To many, discrimination,
marginalization and vulnerability cases
that often times led to exploitation now
largely belong to the past. In place of
the said impediments, benefiting citizens
are now rigorously working with Trócaire
to achieve economic independence and
human rights education.
Since 2016, women’s empowerment
programme pillar was adopted as
a strategy to address negative social
norms, raise women’s voice and
participation in the development of their
communities. This also brought to fore
the double gain, because gender violence
was curbed as a result, thus achieving
the effect to protect women’s rights in
Rwanda. Men are equally targeted to
address some of the gender norms that
can otherwise be barriers to changing
attitudes and behavior in the promotion of
gender equality.
Lastly since 2015, Trócaire has been
engaged in humanitarian response
where more than 4,000 Burundian
refugees benefit from psychosocial
and protection support provided by the
Trócaire Programme, among the 50,000
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living in Mahama Camp located in the
Eastern Province District of Kirehe. In
addition, Trócaire continues to work on
preparedness by building the capacity of
local partners to respond when a disaster
strikes and focus on accountability
mechanisms such as do no harm,
protection mainstreaming and ensuring
partners establish complaints handling
mechanisms.
Trócaire engages with the National
Platform for Disaster Management in
Rwanda and works closely with other
humanitarian
partners
under
the
coordination of the Ministry of Disaster
Management and Refugees to respond
to disaster affected population where
appropriate. Discussions are ongoing to
extend knowledge on climate change
and together with the civil society; the

first ever national committee
is forming to be officially
recognized as a national unit
in charge of climate change
awareness.
Going
forward Trócaire
is
committed to strengthen the
capacity of local organizations
in the area of preparedness
and response in humanitarian
emergencies. To a great degree,
none of this work would be
celebrated as success without
tremendous Government of
Rwanda support and significant
help from our consistently
generous funders including the
Irish public and partners engaged
with over the years.

Some of the
Civil Society
partners
meeting at
Trócaire office,
Kigali / Trócaire
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THROUGH THE YEARS

The
challenge
of
providing
emergency
relief
services
to
thousands of refugees that barely
had nothing to survive on seemed
insurmountable. We never gave
up. We feed the hungry, acted
as instruments of peace, and
empowered communities.

History gives you a look at where you have been, but it also
paves the path to where you are going.
Our history in Rwanda began in 1994 when we answered
the distress call from Rwandans in need of rebuilding the
country that was left on its knees by the genocide that left 1
million Tutsi and moderate Hutus dead in just 100 days. Our
mission for a just world and to serve the most vulnerable in
July 1994 landed us in Gikongoro in western Rwanda.

13

Join us as we remember key
elements that shaped our 25th
anniversary in this timeline.

Communitybased conflict
management
education

First trauma
counsellors on
healing in 1996

Rehabilitation
of courts and
prosecution offices
across the country

Direct
implementation

1994 - 1996
Emergency
Phase

Provision
health,
shelter

Emergency
support to justice
institutions in all
the prefectures
of the country

Food and nonfood support
to internally
displaced people
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Rehabiliation of
agricultural sector
- seeds and tools
handout

1997 - 2000
REHABILITATION
Phase

Trauma
healing
programme

150

Human
rights
education
and
leadership

Houses
constructed
for genocide
survivors

29

9

health centres
rehabilitated and
supported with
medical supplies
and training

schools
constructed/
rehabilitated and
provided with
school materials
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Micro-credit
(cash and
livestock)

700,000

Peace building: trauma
healing; ARCT trauma
counselling center

2001 - 2005
development
Phase

Peace building,
governance and
human rights,
citizen participation

people benefited from
Trócaire Programmes

Food
security

2006 - 2018

26

Contribution
to the
formulation
of the national
microfinance
policy and
establishment
of a
microfinance
forum

Districts
up to
2016

development
Phase

partners up
to 2016

Conﬂict
management:
community
conflict mediators
trained, human
rights education
leadership;
support to justice
institutions across
the country

14

Sustainable
livelihoods:
agricultures value
chains-Soya,Maize,
Wheat, Microfinance,
Off-farm income
generation

14

2,716
3,033
18,337
water
ponds

households
supported to run
off- farm small
businesses

Households
engaged in Rain
Water Harvesting

people supported with
rain water harvesting

584,940 31,284 12,978 3,924

People served by four
microfinance institutions
supported by Trócaire
from 48 branches and 45
mobile outlets

farmers supported to
use improved seeds

supported to establish
kitchen gardens

Burundian refugees in
Mahama camp reached
with emergency
response
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Cyanika Health Center, the first
home of Trócaire during the
emergency phase - Trócaire
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PROGRAMME JOURNEY

EMERGENCY PERIOD
H E A L I N G T H E WOU N D S - F E E D I N G T H E N E E D
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Trócaire, established a relief
and rehabilitation programme
in Rwanda after the genocide
against the Tutsi in July 1994.
The programme was designed to
meet some of the most urgent
needs in the Southwest of the
country, and to provide ongoing
support to Rwandan organisations in
promoting the reconstruction of their
country.
At the peak of the crisis in 1994 there
were about 200 international NGOs
who intervened in Rwanda. One year
later this number was reduced by the
government to 110. By 1998, most NGOs
who were still operating in Rwanda,
including Trócaire, decided to move their
assistance programme into rehabilitation
and long-term development.
The Trócaire programme was deployed
nationwide and steadily moved from
rehabilitation to development, from
operationality to local management with
participation in decision-making. The
strategy to assist local partners was
extended from funding to an enhanced
partnership approach, focusing on
greater participation at the grass-roots
level, ongoing support and capacitybuilding based on partner-initiated needs
assessment.
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PRIORITY SECTORS FOR
TRÓCAIRE’S SUPPORT
TO LOCAL PARTNERS
DURING THIS PERIOD WERE
FUNDAMENTALLY CENTERED
ON:
•

Livelihood security: Agriculture, Food
Security, Gender Projects, Credit
Schemes, Income Generation

•

Human Rights / Justice / Peace
Building:
Conflict
Resolution,
Reconciliation Initiatives

•

Social Impact Programmes: Delta
Training,
Trauma
Counselling,
Children in Especially Difficult
Circumstances (CEDCS), Minority
Groups (Batwa and Genocide
Survivors) and Social Development

•

Provision of Basic Needs and
Services: Education in Gikongoro,
Shelter, Housing

1. GIKONGORO PROGRAMME
Trócaire intervention in the former
Gikongoro prefecture began in June
of 1994 with the establishment of an
operational programme to provide
emergency relief to genocide survivors
and displaced people in Gikongoro
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Prefecture. Health-care, food, and water
supplies were provided for hundreds of
thousands of people living in large camps.
Informal
education
programmes
were
established for young children, income
generation projects were initiated for women’s
groups, and recreational activities were
provided for the camp populations. Emergency
distributions of food, seeds, and tools were
implemented for the general population living in
five communes.
As the camps were closed and the situation in
the country stabilised, the Trócaire programme
in Gikongoro evolved into a wide-ranging and
integrated rural rehabilitation programme,
incorporating the following projects:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Rehabilitation and management of 9 health
centres
Provision of textbooks and teacher-training
inputs for primary schools
Rehabilitation and re-construction of 29
primary schools and teacher training for 15
secondary and technical schools
Housing and income generation activities
for groups of genocide survivors
Establishment, training, and support for 20
women’s groups
Community agricultural projects: fishfarming, bee-keeping, livestock, and
cultivation
Rehabilitation of public buildings and
infrastructure
Establishment of co-operatives and credit
schemes
Support for six Batwa groups in housing,
agriculture, literacy, and education
Financial support for the activities of local
NGOs and co-operatives
Emergency programmes for returning
refugees and vulnerable communities

The focus of the Gikongoro Programme later
changed from direct operational activities
to support for local partner agencies in the
implementation of the following projects:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical and logistical support for the
Gikongoro Regional Health Service
Housing projects implemented by local
authorities, MIGEFASO, & BDD in 5
communes
Phase Two of the rehabilitation of primary
schools, being implemented by MINEDUC
Agricultural projects implemented by BDD
and the Ministry of Agriculture
A full-time DELTA empowerment and
leadership training project run by ADTS
A women’s training centre run by APFG
Institutional and project support for the
Diocesan Development Office (BDD)
Continuing support for local NGOs,
enterprises, and the local authorities

2. KIGALI-BASED PROGRAMMES
At national level, Trócaire operated a
programme of assistance to government
agencies, church organisations, and local
NGOs since August of 1994. The Partnership
Programme placed a strong emphasis on
capacity-building, training, and community
empowerment. It provided financial support
and organisational development training to
organisations in five priority groups:
•
•
•
•
•

Women’s development organisations
Justice and human rights groups
Minority groups
Church-related development organisations
Rural development associations

In addition to the Partnership Programme,
there were four major national projects in
which Trócaire was directly involved:
•

A national programme to provide
administrative and logistical support for
the Rehabilitation of the Justice System
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in each prefecture was established in
1996. A second phase of the project
was completed, and a third phase of the
project later commenced in Gitarama,
Butare, and Gikongoro prefectures.
•

•

•

In recognition of the huge post-war
trauma therapy needs in the population,
the Trauma Counsellor Training Programme
was established in 1996. A second phase
of the project, including training of trainers
is nearing completion. The programme
became independent of Trócaire from July
of 1998, and continued to be supported
financially and technically by Trócaire.
Considerable emphasis was being placed
on building up the institutional capacity
of the emerging structure in partnership
with the newly-formed Management
Committee.
Trócaire
provided
administrative
and financial support for a three-year
project to assist Children in Especially
Difficult Circumstances. The project was
implemented by the Child Studies Unit of
University College Cork and focused on
developing the capacity of social workers
under the Ministry of Gender, Family
and Social Affairs and Rwandan NGOs
to meet the needs of children in difficult
circumstances (street children, orphans
and Child-headed households).
In partnership with the Canadian
Institute for Conflict Resolution, CRS and
Norwegian Church Aid, Trócaire developed
a programme of capacity-building and
support to conflict resolution activities in
partner organisations. This project involved
training, supervision and the promotion
of income generation activities in partner
NGO networks to sustain conflict
resolution activity.

Trócaire also provided direct support to a
number of Government Ministries with the
payment of salaries and bonuses, funding of
training courses in Ireland and Rwanda, and
with the provision of vehicles.
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3. ACTIVITIES IN GISENYI
In response to the movement of Zairian
refugees into Rwanda in April 1996, Trócaire
established a water and sanitation project at
Umubano Refugee Camp in Gisenyi. During
the mass repatriation of Rwandan refugees in
November 1996, an emergency programme
was established to provide assistance to
refugees on both sides of the border.
Following the return, Trócaire implemented
food distributions in three communes, and a
housing programme was initiated in Gisenyi
Town.
Upon the return of refuges from Congo,
Trócaire became non-operational in Gisenyi,
but continued to support some projects in the
prefecture, inclduing:
•
•

•

•

•

A technical and logistical support project
for the Regional Health Service
Trócaire supported the construction of 60
houses for homeless people in Gisenyi
Town
Equipment and materials were provided
for the construction of 100 houses in
Gaseke Commune
A primary School
was constructed
for families of Congolese refugees in
Gishwati Forest
Logistical support was provided for the
Ministry of Public Works (MINITRAPE) and
Mutura Commune

The Nyundo Diocesan Development Office
(BDD) was one of Trócaire’s key local partners
and therefore the beneficiary of financial and
technical support through our capacity building
programme. Our focused support for Nyundo
was for justice and peace community outreach
initiatives.
Trócaire responded to urgent needs in the
prefectural health sector through the provision
of funds to facilitate a mobile health team of
the Region Sanitaire. This mobile team was
handed a target to provide health care to the
estimated 75,000 displaced people in the area
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and to the surrounding communes, many of
which were seriously isolated due to insecurity
and continuous attacks from insurgents who
were active in the northern parts of Rwanda.

4. FIELD PRESENCE
At a time when many international NGOs
had either scaled down their programmes or
left the country, Trócaire’s visible commitment
to Rwanda through their physical presence
at national level and through commitment
to an area-based approach in the former
Gikongoro prefecture became more important.
Gikongoro, in particular, as one of the areas
that need urgent support in the country
benefited in many ways from the presence of
a Trócaire’s field office at its heart.

The existence of two Rwandan offices greatly
enhanced ability to respond effectively to the
needs of the community as they arose. The
situation in Rwanda forced us to re-think our
tried and tested approaches to partnershipbased development and demanded us to
‘accompany’ partners as they attempted to
move from emergency to development.
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M E M O R I ES O F 1 9 9 4
Mary Sweeny recounts the despair of post genocide Rwanda

It’s very difficult, looking back now, it’s very
difficult to explain to people exactly what it
was like. It was a country in the throes of
the most difficult situation – just imagine in
Ireland - after 3½, sorry, after 30 years, we
had 3½ thousand people killed.

He was completely dehydrated, completely
malnourished, almost starved to death. And I
came out and the eyes of this young man were
looking up into my soul, begging for a chance
to live. He had his own ideas for his future,
his dreams for his life and I could not help that
young man that night.

This is a country - 100 days - and between
800,000 and one million people hacked to
death by the use of a machete. Many people
during genocide against the Tutsi would rather
pay to be shot than be hacked to death.

I felt really overwhelmed and I went into a nun
that I was working with - Sister Siobhan - she
was a Medical Missionary of Mary and she
came out and she saw the young man and she
went in and she dipped a little bit of bread in
water and I watched her feed that young man
with love and compassion and he returned to
full health. And for me, at that time, I’ll never
forget that because it is the essence of what I
believe Trócaire is about.

I don’t go back there very often in terms of
my memory because it was a really difficult
time. So, again like that, we went in to work
in Rwanda. We worked in a camp, in the
beginning called Cyanika in the south western
part and there were about 60,000 people in the
camp and doing what we could to bring food
and water and sanitation and healthcare and
medical care and I have a distinct memory of
one particular evening.
I remember well having 19 different tasks in
my diary - food to be trucked in from Rwanda,
medicines from Uganda, as I say, just a number
of different things that had to be taken care
of, and I was going to a meeting with the
UN again, around 8 o’clock in the evening in
Cyanika in Gikongoro and as I left my house to
go to the meeting I noticed a 19-year-old boy
left for dead outside the door of the house. He
had asked people where he could get some
help.
His mother, father, brothers and sisters everybody belonging to him had been killed in
the genocide, and he had nobody left to look
out for him, to show him compassion, to show
him love and they said ‘there are some white
people living in a house just down the road’ and
he tried to make it as far as their house and he
collapsed.
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I remember going back years later. I went back
to Rwanda a number of times - 95, 96, 97, but
on my last trip back I remember sitting in a
mud-hut with a man called Taen and his whole
family had been wiped out in the genocide.
One of our partners was working with him
through the Anglican church. His whole family
had been wiped out. And he was sitting beside
a young man called Emmanuel and it was
Emmanuel’s family who had killed his family.
Taen himself had left Rwanda, had gone to
Burundi with his 3 children, one died while in
Burundi and he came back with his 2 children
and tried to rebuild his life in Rwanda and he
got involved in the Anglican church and it was
really to bring about peace and reconciliation
amongst people.
When the people returned - they had stayed in
the camp in Eastern Congo for years, and when
they returned - remember they are coming
back into the community where they had killed
members of the families where they were
returning back to.
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An Internally
Displaced
woman.
PHOTO: UNHCR

And he was sitting beside Emmanuel, Taen
was, for a year or so before he could find it in
his heart to forgive because he realised Taen’s
life was more of a struggle than his own and
he found it in his soul and his heart to be able
to forgive and he took Emmanuel on as his
godson and while I was there he explained
how he was trying to help to build a home for
Taen and had given him some money for his
dowry so that he could get married, and a little
bit of land to build his home on and I sat in this
mud hut with this family who were living on
less than 1 euro a day - they had no windows,
I remember well - it was actually up in the hills.

It was cold, it was almost like it is here today, it
was a little bit chilly and wet and windy.
And I started crying. I was so glad that the
room was quite dark because I actually started
crying and I said ‘If this happened to me and
my family was wiped out, would I have the
capacity, even though I believe I have a strong
faith, would I have the capacity to forgive?’
and I don’t believe that I would and yet I looked
at this man and he had, working alongside
Emmanuel and I just saw how far Rwanda had
come.
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But I have profound hope and just such regard
for the work that was done at the time.
But for me the work was done mainly by
the Rwandans themselves. You know often
we forget in the international community, we
summersault in, a lot of organisations and
the reason I really do love working with an
organisation like Trócaire is that we stay.
We don’t just go in during the emergencies
and a lot of the organisations do and of course
you get a lot more publicity but to belong to
an organisation that stays for the long haul,
that’s there to rebuild and to help in the whole
process of peace and reconciliation and building
up livelihoods, but the essence, and when I
look back, and the inspiration, where I draw
my inspiration, is from the people themselves.
Really they rebuild.
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We go in and we work alongside and we go
in as partners, but the strength and the vision
and the courage and the perseverance and
the love and the real compassion came from
the Rwandans themselves and from people
in the region themselves and we offer, we
do, we offer and we bring a certain support,
which is great and necessary and important
and it shows our solidarity and our love and our
affection but really the work and the hard work,
in any emergency situation that I’ve worked in,
or any place that I’ve been, comes from the
people themselves and their own strength and
their own faith and their own compassion and
their own courage and their own insights and
their own vision about how they rebuild their
own communities.
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S T O R I E S O F I M PA C T – S T R I V I N G T O G E T H E R

Security continued to be a major problem.
These are unimaginable challenges for any
community to cope with.
However, I have many memories of community
leaders, bourgmesters, and others, working
to overcome these challenges. They worked
to organise relief programmes in the
community, they worked to accommodate the
returning population, and they worked to find
reconciliation within the community.

I started working with Trocaire in Gisenyi
in October 1996. Throughout late 1996,
two years after the genocide against Tutsi,
millions of Rwandans were just returning
home from neighbouring countries.
I arrived into a country still suffering the
traumatic effects of genocide and was now
experiencing one of the largest population
movements of its time. In Gisenyi, Trócaire had
programmes covering WASH, health and food
distributions.
I remember travelling to communes and small
rural villages, working on our food distribution
programme with my Rwandan colleagues
Kassim and Gasana.
Much of the food
distribution was intended for those returning
to Rwanda, but everybody needed assistance.
There were high levels of tension and there
were many causes: the brutal atrocities of
the genocide were still very fresh in peoples’
minds; the massive displacement of population;
and the very limited resources.

Arrangements were made to support
all in the community who were in need.
Trócaire’s operations in Rwanda in the years
after the genocide were amongst the largest
the organisation has ever organised. The
programme, and the work of other NGOs,
provided valuable support to communities,
however, it was the communities themselves
who worked hard to deal with the problems
and build a shared future.
I have visited Rwanda several times over
the years and I have seen many changes.
Communities who once depended on external
food assistance are now producing their own;
villages that struggled with massive population
movements are now prospering, making a
living and send all of their children to school;
communities torn apart by genocide have
worked unbelievably hard to reconcile.
And 25 years later, Rwanda is a stable
country, where it’s people enjoy peace and
they continue to build their future. In 1996,
Gisenyi and Rwanda was raw with the effects
of genocide, insecurity and huge population
movements. Now Rwanda is a country healing,
prospering and building a shared future.
N i a l l O’ Ke e ffe
H E A D O F R E G I O N , M I D D L E E AST
A N D AS I A - T R Ó C A I R E , M AY N O OT H
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Mahama Refuge
camp, Ngoma
District - Trócaire
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PROGRAMME JOURNEY

REHABILITATION PERIOD
T H E R E C OV E RY E X P E R I M E N T
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The efforts of rebuilding
the Rwandan society
through the peace and
reconciliation programme
that was supported by
Trócaire delivered miracles.
Today, perpetrators of
the genocide against the
Tutsi have reconciled with
the people whose family
members they killeD
RUZIGAMANZI J BAPTISTE, COORDINATOR CDJP
GIKONGORO
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Do we become prisoners
of the past and live like
that? It happened… If we
could undo it, that would
be ideal, but life isn’t like
that. It’s a change you
have to make, otherwise
you suffer twice. You
suffer in the present and
you continue to suffer
forever
H.E. PAUL KAGAME,
PRESIDENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF RWANDA

As part of its second phase of its
intervention in the genocide emerging
broken country, in 1997-2000, Trócaire
delivered its rehabilitation aid focusing on
building houses for the vulnerable where
over 260 houses were built in different
corners of former Gikongoro including
Bweru village, Kirambi, Nyanza district.
Adeline is among the first beneficiaries of
Trócaire supported shelter programme from the
beginning when it started in 1996

ADELINA MUKANSENGIYUMVA’S
TESTIMONY
When you reach Bweru Village there is this
house on a hill, it is the house of Adelina
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Mukansengiyumva, 60. Adelina got married in
1988. In 1990 she gave birth to her first child
but unfortunately due to domestic violence
she separated from her husband. She had to
start life from scratch and she went back to
her family home. During the 1994 Genocide
Committed Against the Tutsi, Adeline and her
two children survived but her small house did
not, it was burnt down with all their belongings.
A well-wisher offered her a small house to live
in but it come with conditions and too much
psychological abuse. When in 1998 she heard
that there was a Trócaire-supported shelter
programme which saw hundreds of survivors
provided with homes she was she was among
the first to receive a house and three goats and
she has kept the house since then.
When you enter the house you can see and
appreciate that this is a house of a woman
who is proud of how far she has come and that
has taken time to work hard. She lives in this
3 bedroomed house with her autistic daughter
but her other daughter is now married. She also
has a small garden in her compound. “Trócaire
has been more than a parent to me,” she said.

25 years
anniversary
in rwanda

Today, I grow vegetables, we eat well
and make some income to pay health
insurance so we are really grateful.
Out of the three goats she was given back in
1998, she was able to sell them and buy a cow.
Subsequently she sold the cow in 2003 in order to
rehabilitate her house. It is also the money from this
small patch of land that she has been able to make a
few repairs on her house and add a small kitchen.

Real Impact. For a Just and Sustainable Better Future.
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Mr. Bonaventure Uwamahoro,
Mayor of Nyamagabe district.
PHOTO: APEX / Trócaire

Restoration of education and health
sector structures was also among the
areas Trócaire played a significant role
through construction and rehabilitation
of schools, provision of school materials,
and training of teachers, construction of
health centers, training of staff, providing
salaries and transporting medical facilities
for field work in various areas within the
district.
Bonaventure Uwamahoro, the Mayor
of Nyamagabe district highlights on the
much needed intervention by Trócaire
during the rehabilitation phase.
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Trócaire helped in construction of 29
schools and two health centers, helped
in the entire health system that was
completely in ruins. It also helped in
rebuilding the social fabric of communities
through reconciliation and conflict
management initiatives, where survivors
of the genocide against the Tutsi and
perpetrators had to confront their past
and embrance reconciliation
BONAVENTURE UWAMAHORO,
MAYOR OF NYAMAGABE DISTRICT

25 years
anniversary
in rwanda

Clockwise: GS St Charles Boromeo in Kirambi
which was rehabilitated by Trócaire - Trócaire.
Pupils during a break at GS St Charles Boromeo
in Kirambi - Trócaire.

Nshimiyikujije Celestin, a teacher at GS
Kirambi in Nyanza district which is among
the first schools that was rehabilitated
by Trócaire narrates how the school was
turned into the refugee camp and school
blocks turned into kitchens.

You wouldn’t imagine this school could be brought back to
function. By then, this was the only school around here. If
we were to put back our children to school, something had
to be done quickly. Trócaire helped in rehabilitating and
roofing the classrooms, equipped them with pupils’ desk,
teachers’ furniture and also built additional structures.
NSHIMIYIKUJIJE CELESTIN
A TEACHER AT GS KIRAMBI
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Mr. Mbonye Védaste,
pioneer president of
UNICOOPAGI
PHOTO: APEX / Trócaire
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PROGRAMME JOURNEY

DEVELOPMENT PERIOD
F R O M P O S T- C O N F L I C T
R E C O N ST RU C T I O N TO D E V E L O P M E N T
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As Rwanda matched into the
development
phase
in
2000,
Trócaire continued with its country
programme and strategy which was
complimentary of the Government of
Rwanda’s vision 2020 and EDPRS1
but targeting the most vulnerable
poor.
The early development period was
centered on sustainable solutions that
will enable Rwandans live a better
life focusing on food security, peace
building and Civil Society strengthening.
Agriculture being the backbone of the
rural Rwanda, it was among the sectors
that urgently needed to be rebuilt.
Trócaire realized that, if they are to have
stable communities, they need to make
sure they have enough food to eat.
At the frontline of food safety battle,
came the Union des Coopératives
Agricoles Integrées (UNICOOPAGI) in
former Gikongoro a partner engaged by
Trócaire used in addressing agriculture
rehabilitation aid in former Gikongoro
prefecture.
According
to
Mbonye
Védaste the pioneer president of the
UNICOOPAGI, after the genocide, there
was nothing like agriculture.

We had no seeds, not even tools to use.
Trócaire gave us funds to by seeds,
fertilizers, tools and 45 cows to be able
to get farm manure. Each cooperative was
given a cow after the increase in members,
Trócaire gave us extra funds and bought
more cows and increased the number to
five cows per each cooperative
MBONYE VÉDASTE
PIONEER PRESIDENT OF THE UNICOOPAGI
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UNICOOPAGI was later to be a success
story in Trócaire’s agriculture value
development programme strategy where
they concentrated in wheat growing,
developing into a power house in wheat
farming cooperative excelling in growing,
storage, seed multiplication to market,
currently being among SOSOMA’s
suppliers.
Food security programme was also
spread to vegetable growing in former
Gikongoro using “Kitchen Gardens” as a
strategy to fight malnutrition which was
rampant in the area but also to act as a
catalyst of income generation.
In their quest for a just world in increasing
the capacity of poor, marginalised and
vulnerable people to secure sustainable
and just livelihoods in the area of food
security, the strategy implementation
had to focus on ensuring that people
have sustainable and robust livelihoods
that provide them with food security, a
growing income and an improved quality
of life.
Key
strategies
to
support
the
achievement of this outcome was to
improve food security through supporting
an innovative and diversified household
model
of
agricultural
production;
supporting people to move up the value
chain through processing and marketing;
and supporting off farm and non-farm
incomes such as microfinance and
microenterprise development.
It is against this background that
Trócaire started supporting establishing
of different microfinance companies to
provide financial services to Rwandans,
especially women who wanted to
diversify from farm income dependence
or simply wanted to add value to their
produce. MFIs that were started with
support from Trócaire are: Umutanguha,
Duterimbere IMF, COOPEC Twizigamire
and
Réseau
Interdiocésain
de
Microfinance (RIM Ltd).

25 years
anniversary
in rwanda

CLOCKWISE: UNICOOPAGI leadership
team, UNICOOPAGI post harvest seed
bank, Delivering the seeds for storage
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I owE my livelihood to the cow I
received from Trócaire in 1999,
that transformed My life. I
sold some offsprings and gave
out otherS to my neighbors.
The money i got, I invested it
into business until when I built
myself A house. Today I live IN a
descent hoME, all my CHILDREN
have gone to school, SOME OF
THEM HAVE GRADUATED.
MUKABERA MARIA, PROGRAMME PARTICIPANT
NYAMAGABE DISTRICT
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T E S T I M O N I ES
PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS

VALUE CHAIN DEVELOPMENT & MARKET ACCESS

Diane Ndagijimana, Managing Director,
SOSOMA Industry Ltd during an interview for
the Trócaire 25 year anniversary - Trócaire

DUHAMIC-ADRI AND SOSOMA
INDUSTRY LIMITED
DUHAMIC-ADRI
is
a
local
non-profit
organization based in Kigali. Founded in 1980,
DUHAMIC-ADRI helps farmers to organize
themselves to fight against the constraints of
the marginalization of rural areas by;
• Stimulating the creation and consolidation
of associations, cooperatives and farmers’
groups;
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• Strengthening the action peasant/farmers’
associations by initiating and encouraging
the
establishment
of
autonomous
organizational structures such as groups and
inter-groups;
• Supporting rural populations’ initiatives in
different areas of development.
Trócaire’s shift from helping farmers in food
crops to concentrate on Wheat, Maize and
Soybean cash crops was accompanied by a
strategy of value chain development.

25 years
anniversary
in rwanda

From 1999, Trócaire established a
partnership with DUHAMIC-ADRI and
supported it in developing value chain for
the three cash crops in different districts,
including Kamonyi and Nyamagabe.
The support process evolved from the
support on production to reinforce food
security in the district of Kamonyi with a
global vision of the genetic value chain,
from seed to the marketing of soybean
and maize seeds through the increase of
the productivity, harvest and post-harvest
activities.
Trócaire supported DUHAMIC- ADRI to
enhance the processing activities and
separate SOSOMA fro DUHAMIC- ADRI
and provided machinery.
DUHAMIC- ADRI had the potential to
transform and add value through
its processing facility ‘SOSOMA’ for
maize grain, sorghum, wheat and tubers
including soybeans. In 1986, DUHAMICADRI started the food-processing unit,
named ‘SOSOMA’. This name is an
acronym for the three main ingredients
used by the unit: soya, sorghum and
maize. In 2008, SOSOMA separated
from DUHAMIC-ADRI and became a
private company with strong corporate
social responsibility model.

It was one of the best strategies
by far compared to programme
implementation strategies done
by other international NGOs.
And it has worked miracles.
Famers are happy. They have
access to readY market, and
they feel proUD when they walk
into shops and see end products
from their crops on display.

Mr
Innocent
Benineza
Executive
Secretary of DUHAMIC ADRI indicated,
while
thanking Trócaire
of
their
partnerships methodology.
SOSOMA Industries is a limited company
established since 1st November, 2008
with the aim of contributing to fighting
malnutrition especially among children
and other vulnerable people, particularly
the elderly and people affected by HIV/
AIDS.
SOSOMA products are available in shops
and supermarkets countrywide, and in
foreign countries namely Uganda, Burundi
and Belgium. These products, extremely
rich in vitamins and micronutrients,
include
SOSOMA1,
SOSOMA2,
SOSOMA2 Fortified, Corn Soya Blend
Fortified Super Maize Meal, Roasted Soya
Flour, and Red and White Sorghum Flours
as well as other fortified flours to cope
with micronutrient deficiency.

All this is not because we are geniuses,
all honor goes out to Trócaire that has
helped us from the start. They helped us
with new machines, helped us repair the
old ones, build WAREHOUSES and taught us
how to better care for the environment.
We are feeding the country starting by
OURSELVES. our farmers are financially
empowered. They able to feed their
families, educate their children thanks to
the supPort of Trócaire.
D I A N E N DAG I J I M A N A ,
M D, S O S O M A I N D U S T RY LT D
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B U I L D I N G A N I N C LU S I V E F I N A N C I A L S E C T O R
PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS

SUPPORTING OFF FARM ACTIVITIES

Mr. Ndahayo Jules Theoneste, Head of
Umutanguha Finance Ltd.
PHOTO: APEX / Trócaire

Trócaire, became involved in the Rwandan
microfinance sector during the rehabilitation
phase. In 2003, they developed a pilot program
where they supported the establishment of
four MFIs in Rwanda; RIM, Duterimbere,
Umutanguha and COOPEC Twizigamire to
provide them with technical assistance, helping
them evelove from cooperatives to fully fledged
MFIs.
The focus was to build their financial and institutional
capacity by providing management and staff training,
strategic planning, MIS, administrative support
and loan capital support. Trócaire conducted an
organizational assessment of the three MFIs to
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determine their needs and a capacity
building work plan. They also supported
these partners to develop business
plans
and
operations
manuals,
documents required by the BNR for MFI
accreditation.
According to Mr. Ndahayo Jules, Head
of Umutanguha Finance Company Ltd,
was established by Icyuzuzo Association,
whose mission was the protection and
promotion of widows’ rights, with the
support of Trócaire back in 2003. Our
partnership story started then.

25 years
anniversary
in rwanda

We started with Icyuzuzo but
BNR regulations could not
allow us to do a micro-finance
as a cooperative. That is how
UMutanguha Finance ltd was
born. As the saying goes, hard
times call for greater ideas.
And we believe uMutanguha
has helped many rwandans
especially women and the youth
to access financial services.

Trócaire came in time of need because
it helped them shape and sharpen
their documentation. With the help of
experts, they were able to align with
the government’s regulation, payment of
salaries, loans, workshops for members
and capacity building for their staff,
growing from COPEC Umutanguha to
Umutanguha Finance Ltd.
Without the help of Trócaire, we would
have long been not existing, but our
foundation was made strong and we are
here to tell the story.’ Mutanguha Finance
now has 18 Branches across the Country.
We have about 300,000 clients who have
an account with us.
‘It is not just the clients but also their
family members and their neighbors.
We can say we have impacted over
300,000 Rwandans enabling them to
have access to our financial support.
All this is because of Trócaire. We thank
them for having come right on time when
we needed a parent to help us learn how
to walk and be self-sufficient.

Not only is Mutanguha helping young
widows, the unbanked youth and farmers
have access to banking and loans, we
are also helping in job creation through
offering agent services across the
country.

A client
interacts with
the teller at
Umutanguha
IMF head
office.
PHOTO: APEX
/ Trócaire

‘There is no joy like seeing an old woman
stopping you in the streets to tell you that
your small loan has helped her pay for
her son’s school fees’ said Mr. Ndahayo.
‘With the loans many have been able to
start small businesses and have a better
life.’
As of today, Mutanguha has the
loan portfolio of 8 Billion. This is very
noticeable in the Rwandan economy.
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P E A C E B U I L D I N G A N D R E C O N C I L I AT I O N
PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS

Ms. Jane Abatoni - Executive
Secretary, ARCT-RUHUKA.
PHOTO: APEX / Trócaire

Trauma counseling, healing and conflict
management
initiatives,
awareness
on human rights, food and non food
distribution, reconstruction of justice
system
through
rehabilitation
of
prosecution & court offices were also
among critical areas Trócaire aided soon
after the rehabilitation phase.
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Due to the vast of cases of trauma as a
result of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) where the study sanctioned by Trócaire
revealed disturbing results with almost 80% of
Rwandans have trauma issues.
It was imperative that Trócaire starts counselling
programme, if other initiatives were to bare any
fruits. Through its programme ARCT-RUHUKA
Trócaire had started in 1995, and immediately
they started training members into being
professional counsellors.

25 years
anniversary
in rwanda

TOP: ARCT-RUHUKA facility that was funded by
Trocaire with other partners. PHOTO: APEX / Trócaire
RIGHT: ARCT-RUHUKA staff during a trainning
session. PHOTO: APEX / Trócaire

Levels of PTSD in the country were very high. I don’t think communities would
really have forged any future if the problem had not been handled. It was a huge
challenge where you have 80% of the population that needs counseling. Until today,
we have severe cases of trauma, especially during genocide commemoration days.
M S . JA N E A B ATO N I - E X E C UT I V E S E C R E TA RY, A R C T- R U H U K A AC C O U N T S
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T H E J O U R N E Y T O R E C O N C I L I AT I O N
PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS
Uwizeyimana Immaculata, 54 lost
all of her relatives. Nunigantama
Vianney, 60 was a perpetrator in
the genocide against the Tutsis
and Mudenge Juvenal, 65 was
a genocide ringleader. The three
hail from the same village.
Immaculata miraculously survived
the massacre of Murambi where the
entire community had gone to seek
refuge from the killers among them,
Vianney, led by Juvenal who was the
police officer at that time.
Vianney had been a family friend
to Immaculata’s family prior to the
genocide. When killings erupted,
Immaculata took her elder son who
was nine to hide him at Vianney’s
parents’ home. That was the last
time she saw him. Neither did
the ones she went with to seek
sanctuary at Murambi survive
including her husband.
The thought of not knowing what
happened to her son is what
tormented Immaculata most. After
the genocide, she was devastated
to find out that not only had he
taken part in the killings, he had
also murdered some of her family
members. And for years she was
convinced he had also killed her nineyear-old son.

Immaculata programme
participant, Nyamagabe
District / Trócaire
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I nearly went mad because
looking at the relationship
we had always had with
Vianney, this was something
that was really hard for me
to understand.

After the genocide, Vianney was arrested
and sent to prison. Seeking for clemency,
he confessed to have killed many people
and volunteered to show where he
dumped their bodies. Among those he
murdered included Immaculata’s cousins.
Vianney was later released under
confession for clemency programme.

“I couldn’t understand why he would be
released. I went mad – and whenever
I would see Vianney, I would take
stones and throw them at him. I was
traumatised.” Immaculata began to abuse
drugs to try and block out the pain of
what had happened. “I lost hope in life
for a long time,” she said. This was her
life for many years – understandably
consumed with grief and hatred of those
who had killed her family - especially
Vianney. At this point, there was no way
she could see herself talking with him, let
alone becoming close friends.

Immaculata
and Vianney,
share their
reconciliation
stories so that
they can help
many others like
themselves Trócaire

Both were in very dark places trying to
cope in the aftermath of the genocide.
“I lost hope in life for long time,”
Immaculata said.
Vianney too was struggling. “For me, it
has been a long journey,” he said. “At a
time, I did consider suicide because I
couldn’t bear to look back at what I had
done,” he said.
Real Impact. For a Just and Sustainable Better Future.
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Along with prayer and religion, it was the Gikongoro Diocese/
Justice & Peace Commission (CDJP) started with support
from Trócaire that changed their lives

The Commission noticed that there
were open social conflicts between
perpetrators and survivors, so they
approached us to see if something
could be done

“At the start I couldn’t understand how I would ever be able
to face others and talk about what had happened to me.
But when I joined, I then realised that both survivors and
perpetrators were traumatised in one way or another.”
It was at this time that Immaculata had also turned to
God. She began attending the same church as Vianney – a
neighbor and family friend of Immaculata’s before the
genocide. But she now suspected he had killed some of her
family members, including her nine-year-old son.

|
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Desperate for forgiveness and noticing that Immaculata was
beginning to change after joining the peace and reconciliation
group, Vianney wondered if she might consider talking to
her.

When Vianney approached
Immaculata, she listened to him,
and she believes that prayer gave
her the strength to do so.

“One of the strategies I used, was to start to see if I could
sit near her in the church. One day one of the readings was
about how love should prevail over hatred. I decided then
that I would do something.”

“I would say that Prayer is so
powerful. After praying, I became
a different person. When he talked
to me [that day] about love versus
hatred - that is how the whole
journey really started.”

One of the strategies I used, was to
start to see if I could sit near her
in the church. One day one of the
readings was about how love should
prevail over hatred. I decided then
that I would do something.
58

Mudenge, a programme participant in
Nyamagabe.
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Vianney confessed to her that he
had killed two of her cousins but
assured her he was not the person
who killed her son.
“To tell you the truth - I wasn’t
immediately convinced – I was
still suspecting him - but as the
journey continued I believed he
didn’t kill my child.”

25 years
anniversary
in rwanda

UNITY AND
RECONCILIATION GROUP
Immaculata invited Vianney to join the
reconciliation group and for three years
they worked hard to build trust and
understanding through group activities,
meetings and mediation.
In the beginning it was difficult
– Immaculata was still frightened of
Vianney. But with perseverance and
support from the facilitators and other
members, they began talking and grew
closer.Trócaire started working with
the Commission for Justice and Peace
shortly after the genocide, providing vital
trauma counselling and healing support,
and helping to break down divisions in
communities across Rwanda.
The group of survivors and perpetrators
still meet regularly where they talk
about their journey and help other

members who are struggling. They
also carryout solidarity activities
such as working together in each
other’s farms, taking care of the
local genocide memorial sites and
organising special Mass services.
People from other villages have
recognised how well this is working
and there are always new people
approaching them to seek advice
to start their own journey.By this
time Juvenal was also nearing the
completion of his 20-year sentence.
Soon as after release from the
prison, Juvenal also was enrolled
in the peace and reconciliation
commission
and
members
welcomed him with open arms.
Now, the trio is living testimonies of
building on a tragic past to forge a
bright future in Cyanika, Nyamagabe
district.

A cross section of members
of peace and reconciliation
club, Cyanika, Gikongoro
Diocese
PHOTO: APEX / Trócaire
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THE POWER OF FORGIVENESS
Asked if she forgives Vianney, Immaculata and
Juvenal believe they have reached the destination
of their reconciliation journey and have become
good friends. But critical to this was Vianney’s
honesty and the fact that he showed her where the
bodies of some of her relatives were.
“Having been shown where my relatives were and
being able to bury them in dignity, that was a big
step for me in reconciliation,” she explained.
There is no doubt that Immaculata’s faith has led
to a huge transformation, and most likely saved
her life. But she sees the greatest impact of this
journey on others and is proud that she can help
many others like herself out of their despair and
onto their own path of reconciliation and hope.

25TH ANNIVERSARY
COMMEMORATIONS
Understanding what division can lead to, they
see no place for it in their society. As such,
Immaculata and Vianney will commemorated the
25th anniversary of the genocide side by side along
with many others in the same position.
They no longer have ethnic groups but instead
look on each other as brothers and sisters, as one
Rwanda. And while the country moves on, the
people never want to forget. They want the world
to know and learn from their story so it can never
happen again.

We are grateful that the Commission,
thanks to the support of Trócaire.
It is important that we give
our testimony so that the next
generation have it on record and can
have a better future.
I M M AC U L ATA C O N C L U D E D
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PARTNERSHIPS FOR
DEVELOPMENT
As part of its intervention strategy, Trócaire’s
approach is to creating solid partnerships with
local organizations. Civil Society strengthening
formed a special programme area during the
early development phase as not only was part of
Trócaire’s approach but also important in seeking
partnerships to deliver different programme
interventions, implementation and be able to
sustain civic participations. Capacity building
was largely centered on equipping civil society
members with knowledge on monitoring and
advocacy.

CASE STUDY:
ARCT-RUHUKA
EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES
THROUGH TRAUMA HEALING
This was a five year program that started in 2013 and
funded by Trócaire.
Project Goal: To contribute to sustainable
development based on promoting effective civic
participation, enhanced public accountability,
management and transformation of conflicts without
violence.
Global Objective: Empowering families and opinion
leaders, for participatory decision making
Location of project / Coverage: The project
operates in Rulindo and Gakenke districts in 8 sectors
of ; Kisaro,Buyoga,Burega and Mbogo of Rulindo
District , and Muzo, Ruli, Muhondo and Rushashi
of Gakenke district. The main beneficiaries are
families in conflict and youth from those families in
the above mentioned sectors. The major activities
includes training of Community Psychosocial workers,
provision of counseling services , clinical supervision
to Community Psychosocial Workers and economic
empowerment.
Target groups: Families in Conflicts, vulnerable and
marginalized communities and SGBV victims.

Mukeshimana Marie Grace,
a member of Peace and
Reconciliation Club, Cyanika,
Gikongoro Diocese in
Nyamagabe.
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PHOTO: APEX / Trócaire
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Mukamana Aloysia, Coordinator KCDP
interacting a programme participant in
Nyanza District
PHOTO: APEX / Trócaire
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PROGRAMME JOURNEY

current phase
E M P OW E R E D C IT I Z E N S A N D
RESILIENT COMMUNITIES
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TRÓCAIRE’S JOURNEY
IN PARTNERING WITH
RWANDANS TO ATTAIN
LONG TERM DEVELOPMENT
CONTINUES.
The change that Trócaire’s current
programme wants to bring about is
empowered citizens, particularly women,
and resilient communities across the
target districts. The programme will
contribute to this change through the
pursuit of an integrated approach that
seeks to tackle people’s multifaceted
vulnerabilities and specific needs at an
individual, community, civil society and
institutional level, while ensuring that
men and women are empowered to
engage in decision making processes
that affect them and the society in
general. At the same time, Trócaire will
ensure that target groups and partners
are prepared and respond to humanitarian
needs and crises.
The current programme is aligned to
Trócaire Rwanda’s Country Strategic Plan
2016 – 2020, which focuses on three
programme areas, namely:
1.

Equitable Access to and Use of
Natural Resources (land and
water); preparedness and response:
Ensuring that those in need have
access to, control over and the ability
to effectively protect and use critical
resources.

2.

Women’s Empowerment: Ensuring
that women have a voice in decisions
that affect their lives, within their
homes, communities, and beyond,
and that they are free from violence

3.

Emergency Preparedness and
Response: Ensuring communities
are prepared for, can respond
effectively to and withstand crises.

In the area of Emergence preparedness,
Trócaire working in partnership with
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Caritas Rwanda are actively involved in
helping Burundian refugees in Mahama
Camp. Trócaire is supporting other
initiatives that also involve farmers in
mitigating risks resulting on climate
change, through construction of water
holders that can be used for irrigation
during the dry season. In former
Gikongoro, grass root climate change
clubs that bring together ordinary citizens
to map disaster prone areas have been
formed and local administration offices
keeps maps of such areas for easy
intervention in case of an emergency.
Trócaire is the first organization to
champion the formation of Rwanda
Climate Change and Development
Network (RCCDN) an organisations
focused on championing Climate change
advocacy in Rwanda.
Under Women’s empowerment, Trócaire
is supporting several initiatives through
different civil society organizations to
ensure the voice of the woman is heard
in the society.
Through ARCT-Ruhuka, Trócaire supports
anti GBV programmes while through
Huguka, Trócaire supports them in policy
engagement and advocacy especially in
inclusive land rights reforms.
“We actively participated in reforming
the law that addressed GBV relating to
land management and rights as well as
inherence laws. We are now engaging
stakeholders in policy discussions on
reforms in GBV law” Ninette Umurerwa
Executive
secretary
of
Haguruka
mentioned, praising Trocaire’s approach of
engaging local organisations and tapping
into their experience and knowledge of
the local context. This helps find solutions
that address real problems faced by
communities.
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OPERATIONAL AREAS

NYAGATARE

RULINDO

GAKENKE

KIREHE

NYAMAGABE

NYANZA
HUYE

NYARUGURU

KEY STATISTICS ABOUT THE RWANDA
COUNTRY PROGRAMME FROM FY 2016/17:

KEY STATISTICS ABOUT
THE RWANDA COUNTRY
PROGRAMME FROM FY
2018:

97,000 50,000 36,969
people directly
benefited from the
Country Programme
interventions

3,033

households engaged in rain
water harvesting and use for
agricultural production activities

people benefited
from the Governance
and Human Rights
Programme

21,444
beneficiaries of
the humanitarian
programme

in 2018 directly benefited
from the Country
Programme interventions.

18,337

people benefited from rain water
harvesting technologies

14
41

water ponds
established and used
at community level
supported to develop their
specific climate change
adaptation plans
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A LIBERATING
JOURNEY

Project carried out by Caritas
Gikongoro with the support of
Trócaire.
This provided Liberate and her
family with a rainwater harvesting
and storage tank to support farming
activities all year round, good
quality seeds and technical training
in soil fertility improvement and
more effective farming techniques.
This allowed Liberate to improve
the fertility of the land and boost
her income thanks to increased
yields.
Liberate’s participation in the
project has helped not only from
a practical point of view, however.
Thanks to the new skills she
learned, she has gained confidence
in herself and her role in the
family, and has started to become
progressively more involved in
several community activities.

Liberate Mukanzihira is a community leader in her
village in Rwanda. Photo : Andrea Sciorato / Trócaire

Liberate Mukanzihira (61) and
her family relies on their small
patch of land in southern
Rwanda to sustain a living,
but a lack of fertile land means
it can be difficult to make
ends meet.
She supported her husband,
Dismas, in helping to farm their
land but never felt confident to
take a lead within the home or
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the community. That changed
when she became involved in the
Food Security and Climate Change
Project carried out by Caritas
Gikongoro with the support of
Trócaire.
She supported her husband,
Dismas, in helping to farm their
land but never felt confident to
take a lead within the home or
the community. That changed
when she became involved in the
Food Security and Climate Change

Real Impact. For a Just and Sustainable Better Future.

Liberate is now an active and
reputable
community
leader
in her capacity as a member
of
the
Village
Water
and
Climate
Change
Committee
and chairperson of a farming
working group. She took part in
further leadership and technical
training and is helping to drive a
mapping exercise of waterrelated
issues in her community to
hold the authorities to account.
She has become more aware of
her rights and has overcome her
fear to take an active role in the
community, and now balances the
aspects of her life as a farmer,
mother, wife and leader.
“Women
should
produce
something instead of depending
on someone else for everything,
and they should have their own
income,” she says.

The promotion of vegetables
through kitchen garden that
was supported by trocaire
delivered impressive results in
ﬁghting malnutrition among
mothers and children.
MUKAMANA ALOYSIA, COORDINATOR KCDP
NYANZA DISTRICT
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SURVIVING GENOCIDE
AND DEFENDING
WOMEN’S RIGHTS
Ancilla lost her husband in genocide
against the Tutsi and then withdrew from
the world. Yet she has turned her life
around to become an inspiring activist for
women’s rights in her community.

FLEEING A GENOCIDE
Ancilla Uzamukunda, is 51 years old from
Nyamagabe District, in southern Rwanda. She
had her life dramatically changed 24 years ago.
In the aftermath of the genocide in Rwanda,
she fled the country but lost contact with her
husband. Tragically, this was just after giving
birth to her only child.
Following those tragic events, Ancilla’s main
problem has been isolation. Living alone
in her house without a secure means to
provide for her daughter, she couldn’t think
about anything other than death. Her fear and
uncertainty of the future were unbearable.
She was also feeling that she didn’t have
anything to offer to other people. With this
sense of uselessness hanging over her, she
barely left the house.
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STARTING LIFE AGAIN
“My life started again when I found
something which motivated me to get
out of my house”, Ancilla says. She
engaged in the Women’s Empowerment
Programme run by Trócaire in partnership
with local organisation CDJP Gikongoro
(the Gikongoro Diocese Justice & Peace
Commission).
Thanks to this programme, Ancilla started
to be among people again and to tear
down the wall of isolation she had built
for herself.
“I progressively got interested in different
topics, such as property and decision
making rights for women, and genderbased violence. I started to ask myself:
if I am part of something, if I know my
rights, why not become a decision maker
in my community?”
The final push was when the community
needed representatives to join a group
that would report cases of gender-based
violence to the authorities. They were
looking for an active community member
and an upright individual. These were
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Ancilla has become an activist for women’s
rights in her community in Rwanda.
Photo : Andrea Sciorato / Trócaire

qualities that many people thought that
Ancilla embodied. Thanks to her newly
gained self-confidence, she accepted to
become a candidate and eventually she
got elected.
“I am now extremely motivated by the
fact that members of my community
trust me and see me as a guide when it
comes to women related issues” Ancilla
proudly declares.

CHALLENGING CASES OF
GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
Ancilla has already handled several
sensitive cases: a young girl made
pregnant from an unknown man, and
another woman who had been rejected
by the father of her son. Ancilla’s
commitment and skills were crucial to
link these vulnerable people with the
relevant authorities and support services
within the community. She has also
provided effective peer support. “These
successes have made me even more

committed. Now I lead what we call
accountability meetings, which are really
helpful when we are facing problems
we don’t have the capacity to directly
address”.

ADVICE FOR WOMEN
ACROSS THE WORLD
When asked about any advice she could
give to women in the same situation
across the world, Ancilla has no doubt
that everything is about empowerment.
She says that “everyone has both rights
and capacity, and if you decide to do,
you will do”. She says that no one should
lose hope, “because opportunities are out
there, and if you go out, meet people, and
engage in something meaningful, you will
regain your life”.
Being engaged in this programme has
been truly life-changing for Ancilla. She
says that “thanks to this project I am
no longer depressed. My life has a new
meaning now, through my service to the
community”.
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WATER PROJECT BRINGS
COMMUNITY TOGETHER IN
EXCITING NEW VENTURE
Nyarugeti village in rural Rwanda
has been transformed by improved
access to water, flourishing kitchen
gardens, and above all, a renewed
sense of community.
Rwanda is one of the most densely
populated countries in Africa and access
to land is a big problem. Access to water
is another major obstacle.
Many communities fear they will struggle
to grow sufficient food from their small
plots of land, usually half a hectare or
less. But in the village of Nyarugeti, the
community has implemented a strikingly
effective solution.
Nyarugeti is teeming with 65 ‘kitchen
gardens’, each with a corresponding
water tank. The kitchen gardens, so-called
because they are built directly outside
houses and near the cooking area, are
usually built with a mix of compost, rocks,
bamboo, and wires or sticks.
With the help of Trócaire partner
UNICOOPAGI, the community has built
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23 water tanks. These tanks harvest
rainwater from the roofs of houses. Each
tank has capacity for 10 cubic metres of
water. These water tanks make it possible
for community members to water the
kitchen gardens they have built outside
their home. The gardens need 40 litres of
water twice a day during the dry season.
While the country benefits from two rainy
seasons each year, climate change has
had a big impact with rainfall becoming
erratic and the rainy seasons becoming
shorter. Water harvesting and kitchen
gardens like these help maximise the use
of the water and soil that are available.
Francine Mukandamage is one of the
villagers who has seen a big change
since she got her kitchen garden going in
January 2017.
Francine says she depends on the kitchen
garden and working as a labourer on
other people’s farms.
She has planted onions and cabbages,
and sells surplus produce at the local
market. She now has extra income for
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school fees, supplies and clothes for her
nephew—who she has cared for since
he was a baby. She also has money for a
wider variety of foods so they both have
improved diets.
“It used to be a lot more difficult to get
water. There was a thirty minute walk to
get to the water point and often when I
got there, there were long queues and
arguments and jockeying for position.”
The immense sense of community pride
in this project is palpable, as villagers
show off their gardens and the water
conservation technology that makes
them possible.
They are very happy about the health
benefits of their new foods they are
growing too. Cyprien Rwamdamga,
Chairman of Nyarugeti’s water village
committee, says:

Venantie Mukacyemayire, member of the Turengere
Ibidukikige Cooperative, Rwanda. Photo: Alan
Whelan/Trócaire.

We have seen an improvement
in nutrition. Eating vegetables
has made a big difference. I
didn’t know myself before how
important it was to eat things
like carrots! We have got good
education on that.
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ENCOURAGING
ENTREPRENEURIAL
SPIRIT IN RWANDA
Ten years ago Consilde Mukamudodo
had nothing: no home or access to
income. Today, thanks to her amazing
entrepreneurship and determined
work ethic she has her own thriving
business, established with an initial
loan of just €11.

Consilde Mukamudodo preparing
sorghum for her business, Huye.
Photo: APEX /Trócaire.
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As we drive toward Huye in the Southern
Province of Rwanda, I begin to notice
changes in our surroundings. The area
looks and feels different from the rest of
Rwanda. Everywhere are stark reminders
that in the Southern Province the poverty
rate is almost one and a half times higher
than the national average, with a massive
57% of people living below the poverty
line, and 31% living in extreme poverty.
As a strategy to tackle this poverty,
Trócaire has partnered with women-led
local organisations promoting economic
empowerment in the region, supporting
women to purchase livestock and set up
their own small businesses.
One such partner is Duterimbere
Microfinance SA, which has given
support to Consilde Mukamudodo, who
we are visiting today. As we walk up the
hill to Consilde’s compound, we find that
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she is not waiting to receive us. She is
working. In fact, while we are there, she
doesn’t stop working. The only time she
stops is to take out her microfinance
book, where all loans and repayments are
recorded, and again to pose for one quick
photo!

TRANSFORMATION
Rwanda uses ‘Ubudehe Categories’ to
classify income levels for the purpose of
social welfare support. In 2006, Consilde
would have been assigned to Ubudehe
Category 1 – the lowest out of four
categories, based on her household’s
economic status.
People in Category 1 are defined as:
‘Families who do not own a house
and can hardly afford basic needs.’ At
that time for Consilde every day was
a struggle to survive, to find work and
buy food. But, thankfully she did find
a job serving sorghum beer. Through
that work, she saw the high demand
for sorghum and came up with the idea
to set up her own sorghum processing
microbusiness.
Through membership of a community
solidarity group, she secured her first
loan for 10,000 Rwandan Francs – the
equivalent of € 11
Consilde set up her first business
and clients started coming to her for
sorghum. She soon found that the
demand for her sorghum was higher than
what she could produce herself, so she
hired a helper.
Since then, with the help of Duterimbere
Microfinance
SA,
Consilde
has
successfully taken and repaid 10 loans.
With this she has bought chickens, a pig,
and a cow, greatly improving her family’s
food security. Consilde has also been
able to buy a home for herself and her

husband, who now works as a guard in
the local medical centre, and their three
children all go to school. In addition,
Consilde has bought another property in
her compound, which she has renovated
and is now going to rent out.
Consilde manages the sorghum business,
the livestock, and the property for rent...
but she also has new ideas for other
businesses. She and other community
members have established their own
community savings and lending group,
which provides microloans to three
different member of the group each
week.
The members of the group are
committed to this work and they
are happy to do it independently of
Duterimbere
Microfinance
SA
– a testament to their individual
empowerment journeys and the overall
sustainability
of
the
microfinance
initiative.
By the end of my visit I am utterly in
awe of Consilde, who continues to work
away as she speaks to us. Her strength,
resilience and energy are inspiring.
Consilde proudly informs us that she
is now in Ubudehe Category 3, which
is defined as including: ‘Those who
have a job and farmers who go beyond
subsistence farming to produce a surplus
which can be sold. The latter also includes
those with small and medium enterprises
who can provide employment to dozens
of people.’

WHAT A TRANSFORMATION
SHE HAS EXPERIENCED!
Trócaire’s
work
with
microfinance
institutions in Rwanda is a pillar of our
Women’s Empowerment and Resource
Rights programmes. With its activities
Trócaire supports the empowerment of
poor and marginalised people, enabling
them to claim their rights and live free
from poverty.
Real Impact. For a Just and Sustainable Better Future.
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VILLAGE IN
RWANDA
PLANTS
10,000 TREES
Alphonsine Musabyimana presents at the
village water committee meeting.

The villagers from Mpaza village, Kirambi,
Nyanza, Rwanda have planted over 10,000
trees and they haven’t finished yet.
Alphonsine Musabyimana from the village
water committee explains the project; ‘‘our
water committee action plan identified lack of
trees and soil erosion as a key problem in the
village.”
Eighty per cent of Rwanda’s farm land is on
slopes and hilly terrain exposing the country
to soil erosion causing the loss of 1.4 million
tonnes of soil per year. With that lost soil
Rwanda could feed 40,000 more people a year.
Many communities fear they will not be able
to provide for themselves with the tiny plots of
land they own and often poor soil quality. But
Trócaire partner Caritas Gikongoro have made
a crucial difference in this village; taking over
the work of the Medical Missionaries of Mary
(MMM) in this region.
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Aloysie Rukamana, Coordinator for Caritas
Gikongoro says, “we have been working
with Trócaire since the beginning. Key
areas for us today are water for agriculture
production, education on climate change,
mapping vulnerability to climate change and
implementing adaptation processes such as
rainwater harvesting.”
When Caritas start a water village committee,
first they help animate a discussion in the
community about the water resources
challenges they face, they then discuss how
climate change is impacting on those strains.
The next step is to facilitate the community to
come up with their own action plan to address
the problems.
One of the key actions in Mpaza was the
creation of this very impressive tree nursery.
It’s a powerful indicator of how well this
community is working together to address their
challenges.
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Jean Bosco Hangimama and Alphonsine
Musabyimana, members of the Mpaza water &
climate change committee, planting trees.
Photo: Alan Whelan/Trócaire.

Alphonsine says, “we decided to start
the tree nursery with a combination
of fruit and agroforestry trees. People
cutting trees has been a problem here.
We will use the trees for income and
also for timber to build houses. We are
growing papaya, avocado, tomatoes.

Trócaire and its partners in Rwanda are
committed to challenging this injustice by
encouraging a climate where women like
Alphonsine feel able to take up positions
at a community level where they have
an active role in decision making and
planning.

It is hard work but the benefits are
enormous. We enjoy it because we know
we will benefit a lot from it. We started
the project eleven months ago. We have
planted over 10,000 trees to date. That
just includes the ones that have grown,
because with climate change, we have
planted many that failed to grow.”

The community here has created shaded
areas for the newly planted trees to
protect them from the dry season heat.
Alphonsine Musabyimana says ‘as you
can see, we are still planting, as I sit here
seeds are waiting to be planted. We think
we can achieve a lot in the next two years
to help with soil erosion here.’ Looking
at what they have achieved already, it is
clear that with continued support they
can indeed.

Traditionally in Rwandan society, men
have been the key decision makers
at a domestic and community level.
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Research and policy
advocacy engagement

Civil society
players during a
dialogue

During the period of 2010-2016, policy
monitoring was used as the main
approach to reinforce the capacities of
civil society organizations to respond to
the need to engage more strategically
in policy formulation, implementation and
monitoring/evaluation.
The “Monitoring government policies, a toolkit
for civil society organizations in Africa” jointly
developed by Trócaire, CAFOD and Christian Aid
was used as the main resource for capacities
reinforcement. Advocacy was a core strategy
of the strategic plan 2011 – 2014 and the
policy monitoring of 2010–2016 reinforced
the move of Trócaire and its partners to fully
integrate policy monitoring and advocacy into
its programming in Rwanda. Organisationally,
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Trócaire is committed to the approach of
Citisen,Monitoring and Advocacy (CMA), which
seeks to ensure that groups of organised
citizens at any level are able to monitor and
advocate for change in state and non-state
institutional policies and practices, in order to
realise their rights and entitlements and hold
duty-bearers to account.
Below are examples of research and policy
engagement initiatives supported by Trócaire
over the last years
Trocaire and partners actively participated and
contributed to the formulation process of the
microfinance policy.
Trocaire was instrumental in the setup of the
Association of Microfinance Institutions (AMIR),
which serves as a forum for consultation and
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capacity building for microfinance institutions,
and facilitates policy dialogue on microfinance
issues.
In 2014, Trócaire commissioned a research to
conduct the ‘’Analysis of national and regional
agricultural trade in maize, soybeans and
wheat: A focus on Rwanda.
In 2016, Trócaire conducted a ‘’Scoping
study on Women’s Empowerment’’ which
informed the development of the women’s
empowerment programme pillar of the current
country strategic plan.
In 2018, the programme conducted a quick
assessment of different national policies related
to climate change with a view to informing
the input in the formation of the national
environment and climate change policy.
The policies reviewed are Environmental Policy;
Water Policy; Agriculture Policy; Land Policy;
Human Settlement Policy; Industrial Policy
and; Mining Policy. The analysis was used to
contribute to the process of formulation of the
current environment and climate change policy.
Currently, analysis of different policies
is underway in order to come up with
recommendations about adaptations that need
to be made to ensure consistency with the
Environment and climate change policy.
With Trócaire support, Rwanda Civil Society
Platform (RCSP) conducted a research on
about the implementation of Gender Budget
Responsive focusing on Gender Budget
Statement tool (GBS), and organised a national
public dialogue on Gender Budget Statement
(GBS) in December 2018 to share analysis
and recommendations on issues on gender
equality.
In 2019, RCSP conducted follow up reflections
and analysis of the progress made on
recommendations made earlier, focussing
on the 2019-2020 budget. Findings and
recommendations from the analysis were
shared with the parliament and fed into the
review of the annual budget for 2019-2020.

In collaboration with Caritas Rwanda, a case
study was conducted on Localisation1 and
a dialogue meeting held with government
and nongovernment actors in February 2019.
Learning and recommendations from the
case study were shared, and further steps
to advance the localisation commitments2
were identified. A follow up research is being
conducted by a consortium led by Trócaire,
and which includes national and international
agencies (Norwegian People’s Aid, Oxfam, Save
the Children, Rwanda Red Cross and Caritas
Rwanda).
Research on the participation of women in
decision making at local level ‘’Understanding
factors leading to under representation of
women in decision making at district, sector
and cell levels, and in private local informal
financial institutions - Sacco, Cooperatives and
Saving groups” conducted in collaboration with
Haguruka: under finalisation.
Research on the involvement of citizens,
particularly women in local governance, policy
and budget monitoring in Agriculture, under
the project co-funded by USAID, which is under
finalisation.
From 2017, in collaboration with RDO, CEJP
and UNICOOPAGI, with the co-funding from
USAID, the challenges faced by farmers are
discussed in policy dialogue meetings at local
and national level, and solutions are identified
and implemented.
From 2018 CCOAIB, IPFG, and Caritas
Gikongoro, under the co-funding from European
Union, are supported to put in place farmers’
advocacy groups and facilitate the channelling
of farmers’ concerns to decision and policy
makers.
1.

Localisation comes the commitment that
international humanitarian actors have made
at the 2016 World Humanitarian Summit Grand
Bargain to make principled humanitarian action
as local as possible and as international as
necessary.

2.

https://charter4change.org/
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OUR SUPPORTERS

GOVERNMENT OF RWANDA

C U R R E N T PA R T N E R S
Commission for Justice and
Peace Gikongoro (CDJP)

Rwanda Civil Society Platform
(RCSP)

Association Rwandaise de
Conseillers en Traumatisme Ruhuka Caritas Rwanda

Diocese Catholique de
Gikongoro / Caritas Gikongoro

Rwanda Climate Change
& Development Network
(RCCDN)

Centre Igiti cy’Ubugingo (CIU)

DUHAMIC ADRI

Commission Episcopale Justice
et Paix (CEJP)

Duterimbere

Government of Rwanda

Concertation des Organisations
d’Appui aux Initiatives de Base
(CCOAIB)
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Haguruka
Initiative pour la Promotion de
la Famille et du Genre (IPFG)
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Rwanda Development
Organisation (RDO)
Union des Coopératives
Agricoles Intégrées
(UNICOOPAGI)

Villagers of Nyarugeti
village, Nyamagabe
celebrate their kitchen
gardens

BHC Building, Kacyiru
260 Blvd de l Umuganda
P. O. Box 2040 Kigali - Rwanda
info@Trócaire.org
www.Trócaire.org

